
Client Testimonials

“The things Adam Spencer talks and writes 
about should be taught in every school 

worldwide.” 
Malcolm Gladwell | Author - The Tipping Point, 

Blink, Outliers

“I’ve never laughed harder on a corporate 
stage. What a chat!”  

Alan Joyce | CEO Qantas

“Adam nailed it … smart, funny … keeping 
the audience engaged, laughing and 

interested.” 
Melanie Silva | MD Google Aust & NZ

“I’ve been to nine Congresses and that was the 
best opening I’ve seen.”

Bill Nye | ‘The Science Guy’ at 68th International 
Astronautical Congress

“Our first ever on stage interview and we 
couldn’t have been in better hands.”

Craig Challen | Thai Cave diver rescuer

“Adam held a room of Nobel Prize Winners in 
the palm of his hand.” 

Brian Schmidt 2011 | Nobel prize for Physics

“To celebrate our $1 billion ‘Inspired’ philanthropic 
campaign, Adam was the perfect MC.”

Dr Michael Spence | VC University of Sydney

“The best interview of GE CEO Jeff Immelt I’ve 
ever seen” 

Joanne Woo | GE VP Marketing and Comms

“One of the most motivational and well constructed 
conversations I’ve ever been part of.” 

John Longmire | Head Coach Sydney Swans

“When Adam Spencer gets his geek on, 
it is a joy to behold.”

Russell Crowe | Legendary Actor

“The perfect deep dive into the life and mind of 
a titan of business [Indra Nooyi, CEO Pepsico].” 

Karen Beattie | CEO Growth Faculty  
 

“The MC of choice for the tech industry.” 
Martin McCabe | Account Executive Salesforce

“Across the detail - and so quick on his feet” 
Fran Barlow | Head of Events Microsoft

“Chatting AI with Adam and Garry Kasparov 
was incredible. Watching Garry 

destroy Adam at chess was hilarious.”
Justin Baird | CTO Microsoft Startups APAC

“Funny and smart; Adam was the perfect 
host for our campaign to get Aussie families 

holidaying at home.”
Steve Cox | CEO Destination NSW
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